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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a review of the current state of the art in the use of terrestrial radar interferometry for the detection
of surface changes related to mass movement. Different hardware-types and acquisition concepts are described, which use either
real or synthetic aperture for radar image formation. We present approaches for data processing procedures, paying special attention
to the separation of high resolution displacement information from atmospheric phase variations. Recent case studies are used to
illustrate applications in terrestrial radar interferometry for change detection. Applications range from detection and quantification
of very slow moving (millimeters to centimeters per year) displacements in rock walls from repeat monitoring, to rapid processes
resulting in fast displacements (~50m/yr) acquired during single measurement campaigns with durations of only a few hours. Fast
and episodic acting processes such as rockfall and snow avalanches can be assessed qualitatively in the spatial domain by mapping
decorrelation caused by those processes. A concluding guide to best practice outlines the necessary preconditions that have to be
fulfilled for successful application of the technique, as well as in areas characterized by rapid decorrelation. Empirical data from a
Ku-band sensor show the range of temporal decorrelation of different surfaces after more than two years for rock-surfaces and after a
few seconds to minutes in vegetated areas during windy conditions. The examples show that the displacement field can be measured
for landslides in dense grassland, ice surfaces on flowing glaciers and snowpack creep. Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Introduction

The use of remote sensing methods is increasingly relevant for
research and practice particularly when the objective is to
accurately detect and measure surface changes in the spatial do-
main, resulting from mass movements on natural and engineered
slopes. In particular, high-resolution spatial and temporal observa-
tions can provide an in-depth understanding of the behavior and
variability of unstable slopes, and the mechanisms leading to
displacement (Schulz et al., 2009). In addition, quantification of
surface change has been central to understand the response of
mass movements to various triggering factors and has also
provided basic information to infer the sediment flux at different
spatial and temporal scales, as well as to interpret effects related
to coupling relationships between hillslopes and channel
networks (Schuerch et al., 2006; Bennett et al., 2012). Since
landslides are dominant erosional mechanisms in mountainous
terrain (Hovius et al., 1997; Korup and Clague, 2009), detection
andmeasurement of the accompanying surface change is relevant
for landslide hazard management.
Quantitative methods applied in the formerly mentioned

studies have resulted in point observations with low spatial res-
olution, and high sub-millimeter accuracy. In contrast, methods
such as aerial photogrammetry and airborne laser scanning that
are used to survey spatially extensive areas provide large spatial
coverage, but the resulting change detection often has accura-
cies much lower than the results of point surveys. The applica-
tion of both types of techniques is currently state-of-the art in
many fields (Dunnicliff, 1993; Thut, 2009). A third survey
technique, offered by satellite synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
supports both, a high spatial coverage and in some cases a high
resolution and high precision (millimeter-scale) for assessment
of surface changes when differential interferometry is used. This
method has been applied to quantify surface deformation in
response to: tectonic shortening and regional subsidence
(Massonnet et al., 1993; Hooper et al., 2012; Tosi et al.,
2013), volcanic doming (Lundgren et al., 2004; Jung et al.,
2011), landslides and rockslides (Catani et al., 2005; Strozzi
et al., 2005; Rott and Nagler, 2006; Calabro et al., 2010;
Herrera et al., 2011) and glacial and peri-glacial processes (Mohr
et al., 1998; Delaloye et al., 2007; Magnusson et al., 2007; Kääb,
2008). However, there are still substantial limitations to be aware
of, such as temporal decorrelation, atmospheric artifacts, phase
ambiguity and determination of displacements along line-of-sight
(Massonnet and Feigl, 1998; Hanssen, 2001; Colesanti and
Wasowski, 2006). In cases where large areas are affected by
homogeneous shifts in the surface, non-interferometric image
analyses such as intensity- or feature-tracking algorithms may
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be applied to calculate the lengths and direction of the
displacements. Related applications were presented by Huang
and Li (2011) and Nagler et al. (2012) where flow lengths and
patterns of glaciers were measured, and by Kobayashi (2014)
who quantified post-earthquake crustal deformation. Alterna-
tively, limitations of the single techniques can be reduced
through the combination of different surveying technologies
(Kääb, 2008; Roering et al., 2009).
Over the last few decades, substantial advances have been

made in the development of remote sensing technology and
methods utilizing terrestrial platforms for change detection.
These improvements include the development and application
of terrestrial laser scanners (TLSs) (Buckley et al., 2008; Abellán
et al., 2009; Jaboyedoff et al., 2012), close range photogram-
metry for the generation of high-resolution elevation models
(Rieke-Zapp and Nearing, 2005; James and Robson, 2012;
Kääb et al., 2014) and vision-based feature tracking methods
(Wangensteen et al., 2006; Paar et al., 2012; Travelletti et al.,
2012; Kääb et al., 2014).
While the general principle of radar interferometry has not

changed since its first implementation (Rosen et al., 2000;
Hanssen, 2001), various processing methods have been devel-
oped during the past decade, with the scope to reduce the
limitations of the technique. These are mainly set by the process-
ing of strongly decorrelated interferograms and can be overcome
by point-based coherent scatterer interferometry if coherent
points in the scene are present (Colesanti et al., 2003; Werner
et al., 2003). Likewise, the detection of atmospheric influences
on the radar-wave path (Zebker et al., 1997) resulted in the
development of various postprocessing algorithms. Here, the
use of independently measured atmospheric data allows for
the correction of effects that cause apparent displacements in
repeat pass interferograms (Li et al., 2005).
Radar interferometry was originally adapted from space-born

platforms to terrestrial applications in order to survey land-
scapes. This adaptation also allowed the correction of limita-
tions in the technique (e.g. those related to campaign timing
and look directions) that are known from satellite SAR interfer-
ometry (Rudolf et al., 1999; Reeves et al., 2001; Aguasca et al.,
2004; Werner et al., 2008). While satellite-based radar interfer-
ometry provides large spatial coverage and high precision for
detecting surface change, orbit-related limitations prevent suc-
cessful operations in some cases. In steep mountainous terrain
for example, the effects of radar-overlay and shadowing make
reliable interpretation of the interferometric phase difficult
(Colesanti and Wasowski, 2006).
Since terrestrial imaging radar systems are designed to oper-

ate with very fast revisit times compared to satellite systems,
effects related to temporal decorrelation can be significantly
reduced. As a consequence, new developments have enabled
the quantification of displacement fields of fast decorrelating
surfaces with or without very low temporal decorrelation be-
tween two acquisitions. Examples include the displacement
and surface deformation of ice and snow (Dixon et al., 2012;
Wiesmann et al., 2014), fast landslides with grass cover (Del
Ventisette et al., 2011b; Caduff et al., 2013) or artificial grass
covered dykes prior to breach (Rödelsperger et al., 2013). In
addition, recent hardware developments have led to size and
weight reduction, making the technology suitable for remote
area monitoring (Rödelsperger, 2011; Caduff et al., 2014).
Recent reviews of terrestrial SAR sensors are given by Luzi
(2010); Rödelsperger (2011) and Monserrat et al. (2014).
However, the main focus therein lies on a single hardware type
or a particular operating system using only synthetic aperture.
In this paper we review the technology and methods

currently applied in terrestrial radar interferometry (TRI) in the
field of geosciences. The purpose is to present an overview of
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
different terrestrial radar instruments together with interferomet-
ric processing and visualization approaches that have been
developed over the last decade. Known limitations and the
resulting data quality are discussed. We additionally present
case studies where Ku-band (17.2GHz) radar interferometry
was applied. Data from those campaigns are used to illustrate
measurement and processing strategies for different surface
change phenomena. We conclude our paper by presenting
possible strategies on how to proceed when planning survey
campaigns in different environments. This final section is a
synthetic guide to best practice, which focuses on applications
based on TRI techniques to quantify a large variety of surface
processes.
Principles of Terrestrial Radar Interferometry
(TRI)

Terminology and types of instrumentation

A variety of terms are currently used in the literature to describe
terrestrial radar interferometric instruments. The most common
ones are those utilizing a synthetic aperture technique such as
‘Ground-based-SAR’ (Gb-SAR) (e.g. Luzi, 2010; Monserrat
et al., 2014; or to a lesser extent ‘Terrestrial Interferometric
SAR’ [T-InSAR] for specific interferometric observations
[Mazzanti and Brunetti, 2010]). The non-generic nature of the
terminology leads to confusion since it does not include real
aperture techniques. Although, Rödelsperger et al. (2010a)
and Lowry et al. (2013) used the terms terrestrial microwave
interferometry and ground-based interferometric radar respec-
tively, we preferentially assign the generic term ‘terrestrial radar
interferometry’ (TRI) to all forms of phase coherent radar sys-
tems used for terrestrial measurements even though non-strictly
interferometric measurements are possible as well with the
instruments (Monserrat et al., 2013). Likewise, the term TRI
additionally represents a complimentary analogy to the
terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) technique.

Radar-beams used for the illumination and imaging of areas of
interest are formed with different antennas which influence the
hardware design. Figure 1 schematically shows the three main
radar-acquisition types in TRI that are currently in operation. A
dish antenna (in the following sections referred to as Type-I
system) produces a narrow pencil shaped beam. A slotted
waveguide-antenna (Type-II) forms a very narrow fan-shaped
beam in azimuth direction. A third system uses the synthetic
aperture of a horn antenna (Type III), whose real aperture
produces a relatively wide cone-shaped beam. This system is
shifted along a track thereby synthesizing an aperture in the
length, where a scatterer is visible from its first to its last appear-
ance. Table I lists the hardware-systems with some of the key
specifications that are currently in use for commercial purposes.
(Please note that the listed specifications are based on currently
available publications and may change as a result of rapid
development of the technology.)
Radar image formation and resolution

Imaging radar sensors actively sound the surface of the target
area by the emission of a microwave beam formed by a real
aperture antenna. The emission of a phase coherent signal is
a necessary condition for the interpretation of the differential
phase. This adds to the interpretation of the amount of back-
scatter and the formation of backscatter intensity images. The
backscattered and recorded signal therefore represents the
Earth Surf. Process. Landforms, (2014)



Figure 1. Schematic overview of the three widely used antenna types and their simplified real aperture radiation pattern.

TERRESTRIAL RADAR INTERFEROMETRY IN THE GEOSCIENCES
coherent sum of all scatterers in the radar footprint, containing
information about the magnitude and phase (Figure 2a).
To obtain a better separation of single scatterers in range, and

therefore to increase the resolution, signal emission utilizes a
frequency bandwidth. Equation (1) in Figure 3 shows the rela-
tionship between frequency bandwidth and slant range resolu-
tion. The terrestrial systems use mainly two different techniques:
(i) Stepped Frequency (slope stability radar [SSR]: Reeves et al.,
2001; LISA: Leva et al., 2003; IBIS: Rödelsperger, 2011) and (ii)
Continuous Wave (Gb-SAR: Aguasca et al., 2004; gamma porta-
ble radar interferometer [GPRI]: Werner et al., 2012).
To obtain resolution in the azimuth direction, the three most

commonly used antenna-types employ different techniques:
Type-I systems tilt and rotate the antenna and scan the surface
point by point. The Type-II systems rotate the antennas around
a vertical axis and collect information line-by-line. The
azimuth-resolution of both types depends on the real aperture
of the antenna and the range distance of the object according
to Equation 2 in Figure 3. Type-III systems shift the antenna
along a track and synthesize the aperture. Separation of single
scatterers in azimuth requires a computational focusing in this
direction. Here, the resolution is given by the length of the
synthetic antenna according to Equation 3 in Figure 3. The
resulting range and azimuth-resolution values are only nominal
if calculated as presented earlier. The actual resolution of the
image, that is a combined function of the range and azimuth
lines or points, depends largely on the incidence angles to the
surface (α, β), as shown in Figure 3 and described by Equations
4 and 5 therein.
The magnitude per single radar resolution cell can be used to

form an intensity image. Figure 4 presents an example of an
intensity image, which illustrates the backscatter data from an
illuminated slope with different coverage types. The backscat-
tering depends on the dielectric properties of the target, target
roughness, and the observation geometry (Ulaby et al., 1987).
For campaign planning it is important to have a good under-
standing of the observation geometry including: shadow,
overlay, foreshortening and local incidence angles. The back-
scattering of smooth surfaces, especially at lower incidence
angle, is very low and difficult to interpret by means of magni-
tude and phase. Vegetated areas show a high temporal vari-
ability in backscattering. This can be expressed as the ratio
between the temporal average and the standard deviation of
single observations (I/σ in Figure 4). Regions with a high ratio
tend to have a very low (stochastic) variability, which makes
them good candidates for point based interferometry (Ferretti
et al., 2001; Werner et al., 2003; Hooper et al., 2007).
As previously outlined, the best range resolution is obtained

at low incidence angles. However, due to the small radar-
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
footprint, the reflected portion of the signal is also low, especially
if the target surface is smooth, resulting in a low signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR). In conclusion, the minimum size of a traceable
natural object in the radar image depends on the resolution
and on the SNR. In reality, however, this does not mean, that
objects with size of the radar footprint or larger can be tracked.
As shown in Figure 4, an artificial aluminum trihedral corner
reflector with a corner length of 20cm appears as a single
dominant scatterer in the scene. Because of its large radar cross-
section, the relative contribution of other objects in the same
resolution cell is negligible. Therefore, the tracking of objects
that are smaller than the nominal resolution is possible if the
signal is dominated by this object. Alternatively, the same effect
may lead to decorrelation within the resolution cell, e.g. if a
dominant scatterer is present in one scene and absent in another
one. Because the scattering of natural surfaces is generally very
difficult to precisely predict, natural objects that are smaller
than the radar-footprint are unlikely to be identified accurately
in the image.
Interferometry

The basic principle of interferometry involves the comparison
of two radar images where the phase image from one measure-
ment is subtracted from another one. Since the total amount of
phase cycles along the line of sight (LOS) between transmitter
and scatterer is not known due to phase ambiguities, only
relative phase differences are obtained. The process of
differential interferometry is shown in Figure 2b.

The ambiguous phase differences of two scenes are the sum
of the topographic (Δφtopo), the atmospheric (Δφatmo), the dis-
placement (Δφdisp) and the system noise (Δφnoise) contribution.
Phase differences are usually colored using the interference
color spectrum in the range of one wavelength (2π) of the
system’s center frequency.

For most tasks related to surface change detection and quan-
tification thereof, only the displacement phase contribution
(Δφdisp) is of interest. This means, that the other terms have to
be identified and subtracted from the total differential interfero-
gram. Compared to space or airborne systems, terrestrial inter-
ferometers have the advantage that the antenna-position does
not change between two acquisitions (zero-baseline). In this
special case the topographic phase contribution (Δφtopo) is zero
and can be neglected in most cases. However, for repeat mon-
itoring, errors related to the repositioning of the instrumentmay oc-
cur, which then induces a spatial baseline. In this context, Crosetto
et al. (2014a) and Monserrat et al. (2014) suggest that such a
topographic phase can be corrected in the same (or similar) way
Earth Surf. Process. Landforms, (2014)
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igure 2. (a) Magnitude/intensity and phase information stored as
omplex image arrays. Phase coloring is usually done with interference
olors ranging from 0 to 2π radians. (b) Phase components of the differ-
ntial phase and coherence of the interferogram.
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as the atmospheric phase (Δφatmo). However, this only works for
small repositioning errors. If these exceed one or several centime-
ters, then the resulting phase variations can only be corrected with
support of a digital elevation model (DEM) of the monitored area.
Likewise, in case where this error exceeds the critical baseline,
geometric decorrelation may occur as discussed by Zebker and
Villasenor (1992) for satellite interferometry.

The remaining phase contributions to be identified are the
atmospheric component and the system noise component.
Finally the phase has to be unwrapped in order to obtain
quantitative values for the displacement phase. For these pro-
cessing steps, different approaches exist. They are discussed
in the following sections.
Earth Surf. Process. Landforms, (2014)
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Figure 3. Derivation of ground range and ground azimuth resolution
from system slant range and system azimuth resolution.

igure 5. Interferogram processing using different reference scenes
tacking).

TERRESTRIAL RADAR INTERFEROMETRY IN THE GEOSCIENCES
Processing strategies for atmosphere removal and
noise reduction

Depending on the number of acquisitions, the time-interval in
between the acquisitions, the coherence development, the at-
mospheric phase components and the displacement
Figure 4. Radar-intensity image and some key-characteristics. Further expl

Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
F
(s
velocities, different approaches for interferogram generation
can be used to separate the phase component caused by the
surface displacement from the unwanted effects related to
noise and atmospheric perturbations (Figure 5). In general,
the processing strategies are adapted from satellite-based
interferometric processing.

Changes in air pressure, temperature and humidity induce
phase shifts in the interferogram (Goldstein, 1995). In this
regard, high radar frequencies show a high sensitivity to
atmospheric phase delay (Zebker et al., 1997). In most cases,
these perturbations are unwanted since they infer the occurrence
anation can be found in the text.

Earth Surf. Process. Landforms, (2014)
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of movements in stable areas or likewise bias themeasurement of
real displacements. Therefore, the atmospheric- (also referred to
as tropospheric-) phase component needs to be satisfactorily
removed.
Zebker et al. (1997) presented a correction method that is

based on a range dependent model where effects related to
different temperatures, pressures and water vapor contents are
considered as atmospheric artifacts. Fabregas et al. (2012) show
that in steep topography, height-dependent phase components
may be present in the terrestrial radar dataset. In steep moun-
tainous terrain atmospheric effects can contribute to localized,
but strong perturbations of the interferograms even for short ob-
servation times in the order of minutes (Kristensen et al., 2013;
Caduff et al., 2014). Turbulence in the atmosphere are mainly
induced by variable radiation caused by differences in solar il-
lumination. In areas where turbulence results in phase shifts,
that have a larger spatial extent than the displacement pattern,
a simple approach can be applied to remove atmospheric ef-
fects. In practice, surfaces that experience a displacement are
masked, over which then an interpolation of the phase is
applied, as illustrated in Figure 6 for the case of a natural
example. Figure 6 also shows modeled range and height-
dependent phases for comparison purposes.
Simple normalization using a stable reference point close to

the deformed area offers another possibility to reduce atmo-
spheric phase (Kristensen et al., 2013) but often yields non-
satisfactory results as shown in Figure 7. Results can be
contrasted to those of the masking technique illustrated in Fig-
ure 6. Other techniques that allow reduction of atmospheric
phase contributions are described in Luzi et al. (2004); Noferini
et al. (2005); Pipia et al. (2008) and Rödelsperger et al. (2010b).
Alternatively, stacking (or summing up) of multiple

interferograms of scenes acquired over a specific time inter-
val offers the possibility of averaging a set of independent
interferograms, which results in a significant reduction of
phase noise and turbulent atmospheric components (Strozzi
et al., 2001). In cases of significant temporal decorrelation,
a stack of interferograms with short time intervals can be
Figure 6. Principle of removing the atmospheric phase component using a
ogram (A, B and arrow in the top-left image). Intensity (thint) and coherence (t
tom-left) and atmospheric influence is modeled (2D) and interpolated over ma
original scene to obtain the deformation phase contribution (top-right and d
simulated effects of linear range dependent trend and a topographic phase i

Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
processed. The single interferograms are then summed in
order to determine the displacement time-series. In case of
high atmospheric perturbations, a stack with different
reference-scenes or time intervals can be generated in order
to improve results from atmospheric modeling and correction,
analogous to the multi-baseline approach used in satellite
SAR differential interferometry (Berardino et al., 2002; Usai,
2002).

However, where a poor spatial distribution of coherent areas
yields non-satisfactory results, the methods presented earlier
are not sufficient to resolve the displacement pattern from the
acquisitions. In such cases, the use of point-wise techniques
is more appropriate (Ferretti et al., 2001; Werner et al., 2003;
Hooper et al., 2007).
Phase unwrapping

Phase unwrapping techniques are used because of the ambigu-
ous nature of the phase-observation that may exceed one
wavelength (2π) in two consecutive observations. In the case
of change detection where the surface displacement exceeds
π (appears as 2π in the interferogram due to two way-travel of
the wave), an interferogram needs to be unwrapped in order
to determine the absolute phase (Hanssen, 2001). A conceptual
example of errors that result when resolving phase-ambiguities
is given in Figure 8. While the relatively long revisit time (Δt) for
satellite interferometry inhibits a precise determination of large
areas where displacement exceeds π, spatial (two-dimen-
sional, 2D) unwrapping methods were introduced (Goldstein
et al., 1988) and later extended in the temporal domain (three-di-
mensional, 3D) (Hooper and Zebker, 2007). An overview of
some spatial phase-unwrapping algorithms is given in Bamler
and Hartl (1998).

Errors in the determination of the absolute differential phase
can occur in real cases when the displacement exceeds multi-
ple wavelengths in a narrow area, when phase differences per
pixel of two neighboring pixels exceed one quarter of a
supervised approach. Deformation is identified in the unfiltered interfer-
hcc) thresholds are applied, areas showing deformation are masked (bot-
sked areas (top-middle). The modeled phase is then subtracted from the
etails in bottom left). Bottom middle and bottom right images show the
n the same order of magnitude.

Earth Surf. Process. Landforms, (2014)



Figure 7. Effects of strategies for atmospheric compensation at sample points in a deformation stack. Left column: Simple normalization to reference
points (a or b). Middle column: Single interferograms to reference scene 0 spatially filtered (according to the strategy presented in Figure 10) and
afterwards normalized to a or b. Right column: Effect on consecutive interferogram, spatially filtered and added to a deformation time series.

Figure 8. Schematic representation of the spatial unwrapping pro-
cess. For isolated areas (left) where the total LOS-displacement
exceeded 1/4 l, the ambiguous phase cannot be resolved correctly.
For tilting processes, absolute displacement can be derived by spatial
unwrapping (+) along the indicated arrow direction.

TERRESTRIAL RADAR INTERFEROMETRY IN THE GEOSCIENCES
wavelength (λ/4) (Hanssen, 2001). As a consequence, the fringe
visibility and thus the coherence is poor. Figure 9 shows an ex-
ample where the displacement of a debris-slope front exceeds a
multiple of a wavelength between two scenes (Δt=55 days).
Two coherent areas (a and b) in the interferogram are separated
along a distinct line with low coherence. Phase unwrapping
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
must cross this line in order to determine the correct absolute
LOS-displacement values in region b, thereby assuming that
region a was not deformed.

Since the time interval between two measurements can be
set very short, the spatial component of phase unwrapping
can be neglected if the acquisition interval is far below λ/4 with
respect to the displacement rate. Thus errors in phase
unwrapping can be avoided.
Coherence

Quantitative assessment of differential interferograms requires
interferometric coherence as the fundamental prerequisite.
Coherence is described by Zebker and Villasenor (1992) as re-
sult of similar interaction of a scatterer in different acquisitions.

For TRI temporal decorrelation may be significant and is a
result of changes in the backscatter characteristics of the sur-
face at the scale of the resolution cell. Decorrelation is invoked
by random movement of a single scatterer in the single radar-
footprint. It thus depends on the surface cover characteristics
and/or the displacement gradient (see also the displacement
related decorrelation shown in Figure 9). Fast decorrelation of
vegetated areas can appear in a very short time and is mainly
caused by wind changing the backscatter intensity (Wegmüller
and Werner, 1995; Santoro et al., 2010).

Since the coherence is a qualitative parameter that character-
izes the stability at the scale of the ground resolution cell, it can
be estimated from the interferometric data using a 2D kernel that
is based on Equation (1) in Figure 2b. Loss of coherence can be
used to infer large changes in a landscape, for example, land-
Earth Surf. Process. Landforms, (2014)



Figure 9. Differential interferogram and coherence of the frontal part of a thrust debris-slope (situation in Figure 12). Strong deformation along the
thrust-line causes decorrelation in the long time-interval of the observation. Fringe visibility in this part (detail) is poor and different solutions for the
unwrapping are achieved depending on the chosen coherence threshold.
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use mapping (Dellepiane et al., 2000; Strozzi et al., 2000; Smith
and Askne, 2001; Engdahl and Hyyppä, 2003), mapping of snow
avalanches (Martinez-Vazquez and Fortuny-Guasch, 2006;
Wiesmann et al., 2014), identification of rock-fall occurrence
(Figure 10; Rödelsperger, 2011), and delineation of landslides
where displacements exceed several wavelengths of the LOS-
displacement, which however, prevents the determination of the
absolute displacement (Calabro et al., 2010; Caduff et al., 2014).
In general, images with coherence values above 0.8 are best

suited for interferometric processing because the standard devi-
ation (SD) of the phase is< 10°. Adaptive filtering methods
allow a more precise delineation of areas with different coher-
ence values (Goldstein and Werner, 1998), which in turn, will
improve the results of the phase unwrapping. Figure 11 pre-
sents a collection of empirically derived data that describes
the evolution of the temporal decorrelation at Ku-band for
different surface types and various timescales. For instance,
decorrelation can occur between acquisition times of a few
seconds only. In contrast, images can be characterized by
stable coherence even if the acquisition times are more than
two years apart.
Precision and LOS sensitivity

The precision of a radar system depends on different variables
such as the system frequency, the system noise which reduces
the sensitivity of the specific sensor, and system independent
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
terms such as atmospheric conditions. Werner et al. (2012)
indicate that the sensitivity of a Ku-band sensor (GPRI) with a
SNR of 30 dB is equivalent to 0.04mm deformation. Luzi
et al. (2004) calculate the sensitivity of the phase measure-
ment of 0.7mm for a C-band sensor (LISA). In X-band, a
sensitivity of ±0.1mm (SD) for the SSR is given in Harries
et al. (2009). Usually, the stated values can be interpreted
as precision only if the effects of atmospheric perturbation
on the phase measurements are absent. These latter effects
tend to increase with the distance between instrument and
target area. An atmospheric correction that is based on the
consideration of either, a nearby stable point, or an area
and/or a point with independently constrained displace-
ments, yields a precision down to the millimeter-scale.
Averaging over multiple independent interferograms may
reduce the phase noise significantly and may lead to a
higher precision.

Resulting displacement values represent a one-dimensional
component in the line-of-sight (dLOS) of the radar. The latter is
a vector component of the total displacement (dtot) and
depends on the angle between the two vectors (ϑ):

dtotj j ¼ dLOS

cosϑ
(1)

If the displacement direction is known, the measured LOS-
displacement can be converted into a modeled 3D total
displacement rate, using Equation (1) as shown in Caduff
Earth Surf. Process. Landforms, (2014)



Figure 10. Rockfall detection in a sampling location in the Swiss Alps (a) using coherence maps. Rockfall events are visible as negative peaks in
the coherence map of two consecutive acquisitions. Relative magnitude of the events can be assessed by the degree of decorrelation.
Decorrelation in this case is induced by disturbing the debris in the initial-, transit-, and deposition-zone by a rockfall event. The affected slope
does not inherit any vegetation.
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et al. (2014). If the displacement direction is not known a
priori, a measurement strategy can be applied where multiple
observation points are used for the same target area. This was
shown by reconstruction of the 3D displacement field from
glaciers that were based on ascending and descending passes
of satellites (Mohr et al., 1998). A similar concept can be ap-
plied to TRI, where at least two different measurement posi-
tions and basic assumptions of the displacement mechanics
can be combined to infer a 3D displacement pattern (Severin
et al., 2011). For the determination of real 3D displacement
fields, the acquisition angles of the LOS axes need to be as
perpendicular as possible to each other. Another case of co-
temporal acquisition of two active sensors was presented by
Kristensen et al. (2013).
Non-interferometric analyses

As discussed earlier, interferometric surveys may be limited by
strong atmospheric perturbations or by total decorrelation due
to very high displacement rates. For satellite SAR time series,
intensity information alone can be used to calculate feature
offsets that result from surface deformations, which has been
documented by several studies (Huang and Li, 2011; Nagler
et al., 2012; Kobayashi, 2014). Monserrat et al. (2013) and
Crosetto et al. (2014b) recently showed that intensity-based
tracking of artificial corner reflectors may yield information
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
about displacement values in range direction with a precision
at the sub-centimeter scale. An application of this technique
may be more reliable than e.g. total station measurements,
particularly when critical situations (e.g. those prior to slope
failure) have to be detected even during weather conditions
that are not suitable for total station measurements (e.g. pres-
ence of fog).
Georeferencing and visualization

Since Type-II and Type-III systems do not yield direct measure-
ments of the vertical position of a ground resolution cell, real-
world coordinates are obtained with a georeferencing approach
similar to satellite SAR interferometry, where an independently
derived DEM is used as frame (Werner et al., 2002). For steep
landscapes such as rock cliffs, the final map resolution is not
sufficiently precise to localize the displacements that are identi-
fied with TRI. Here, additional surveys with TLS techniques
have been useful for the transformation of the radar geometry
into the XYZ-space (Kos et al., 2011; Tapete et al., 2013).
Photogrammetry-based methods offer alternative possibilities to
project radar data on high resolution-point clouds, thereby
yielding a direct visualization of data on terrestrial images
(Caduff and Rieke-Zapp, 2014). Figure 12 summarizes the dif-
ferent possibilities of terrestrial radar data visualization.
Earth Surf. Process. Landforms, (2014)



Figure 11. Empirically derived coherence evolution for different surface cover types. Determination of coherence values was done within a
3 × 3 pixel window. Coherence of 100 samples (10 × 10 pixel square area) was averaged. Acquisition was done with a Type-II interferometer (GPRI)
operating in Ku-band at 17.2GHz center frequency.
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Recent Applications of TRI for Measuring
Surface Change in the Geosciences

In the past decade, TRI has been extensively tested and applied
in different research fields (Table II). The applications cover the
entire spectrum ranging from displacement measurements of
landslide or rockslide related processes, rock slope monitoring,
failure modeling and surface changes of glaciers and snow.
From the survey of rock slopes and rockslides
towards hazard assessment and early warning

Since temporal decorrelation can severely affect the outcomes
of differential interferometry, TRI has been preferentially
applied to survey coherent surfaces such as bare rock or con-
structions in urban environments. TRI has therefore been
successfully used in open pit mining environments for hazard
assessment and early warning of slope failures (Reeves et al.,
2000; Harries et al., 2006; Eberhardt et al., 2008; Harries
et al., 2009; Severin et al., 2011; Osasan, 2012; Agliardi
et al., 2013). The need for monitoring the stability of rock walls
in open pit mines promoted the development of Type-I instru-
ments where they have been designed to be robust and reliable
in the harsh working environment of a mine. The instrument ro-
bustness ensures stability in autonomous data-collection and
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
processing. Apart from the papers mentioned earlier, only a
few additional scientific publications are available, and most
of them focus on the success of slope-failure predictions in
open pit mines (Table II). In this context, the implementation
of real- or near-real-time processing methods for the fast detec-
tion and quantification of deformation has been a precondition
for successful and timely predictions of landslide failure. An ex-
ample of a near-real-time processing method using persistent
scatterer networks is described by Rödelsperger (2011).

TRI has also been used to survey natural slopes where the
surface deformation has been driven by landslides and
rockslides processes. The most common application for TRI is
the survey of landslides and unstable rock slopes where results
support hazard management (Tarchi et al., 2005; Gigli et al.,
2011; Kristensen et al., 2013). In this context, long-term continu-
ous monitoring campaigns with TRI together with conventional
monitoring techniques yielded in an improved understanding
of landslide kinematics (Barla et al., 2010; Crosta et al., 2013)
and triggering factors (Herrera et al., 2009; Del Ventisette et al.,
2011a; Intrieri et al., 2013). The methodology has not been as
frequently applied as conventional monitoring methods because
of the relatively high instrument costs and in some cases reflects
uncertainty in obtaining desired results due to decorrelation
(Michoud et al., 2013). However, in view of the most recent
technical developments, and considering the improvements in
data processing, we anticipate that the technique will find a
wider application in the future.
Earth Surf. Process. Landforms, (2014)



Figure 12. Possibilities for the visualization of the final radar data product (example here: color coded deformation map).

TERRESTRIAL RADAR INTERFEROMETRY IN THE GEOSCIENCES
For analysis of the potential failure of rock slope instabilities,
a repeat measurement strategy may be sufficient when dis-
placement rates are as low as a few millimeters per year.
Type-II and Type-III instruments have proven to be ideal equip-
ment for this purpose because they can be placed exactly in the
same position and configured after removal (Noferini et al.,
2008; Kos et al., 2013; Crosetto et al., 2014a). For the Type-II
system, Kos et al. (2013) selected a setup which was based on
a common geodetic ground point. A ground-point based repo-
sition control has shown a high accuracy for long-term repeat
observations. For repeat monitoring campaigns that include
time lags of several months and up to years, it is important that
the interferometric coherence of the targeted area remains high.
Crosetto et al. (2014b) show that in a vegetated slope, only
artificial targets (corner reflectors) yield coherent information.
In this case where the point density is low and the point
distribution over the scene is poor, problems will arise upon
phase unwrapping and removal of the atmospheric phase. In
the case outlined by Crosetto et al. (2014b), maximum
displacements measured between two observations were very
close to λ/2 of the instrument, yielding results with high uncer-
tainty due to phase ambiguity. Without redundant measure-
ments or the support of algorithms that allow the estimations
of the initial deformation, an absolute determination of the
deformation is not possible.
The use of a strategy where landslides and unstable rock

slopes are repeatedly monitored, however, offers the possibility
to detect small velocity changes relatively early. It also allows
precise delineation of unstable rock masses that are prone to
failure. Likewise, the same approach can be selected to detect:
(i) sites of spontaneous mass movements such as rockfall and
blockfall processes that have occurred between two measure-
ments, (ii) locations where surface deformation has not been
expected, and (iii) areas where the deformation rates exceed
the λ/4-criterion by a multiple of λ. Although local
decorrelation may prevent the quantification of the displace-
ments in these cases, the categorization of sites experiencing
deformation may be used qualitatively for the interpretation
and mapping of relevant phenomena and processes
(Rödelsperger, 2011; Caduff et al., 2014).
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Displacement fieldmeasurements on fast decorrelating
surfaces: landslides, glacier flow, snow creep

Recent tests on slopes with potentially fast decorrelating scat-
terers, for example dense grass, showed that mapping and
quantification of surface displacement is possible with Ku-band
sensors when acquisition intervals are adjusted accordingly
(below the decorrelation time of the surface: Figure 11) to
prevent single scene decorrelation (Caduff et al., 2013;
Rödelsperger et al., 2013). Fast temporal decorrelation may also
occur when surveying ice-covered surfaces (Figure 10). Even
though glacier flow is an ideal candidate to be measured with
TRI because of the large extent of the area experiencing
displacement and the relatively high flow velocity, only few
campaigns have been reported in the literature up to now.

Harries et al. (2009) who applied a Type-I system in a mine
and observed areas covered by ice. Unfortunately no further
details are given here, except that surveys that were carried
out during the daytime yielded noisy results. They were related
to changes of the ice surface e.g. in response to ice melting.
Therefore, surveys of glacier surfaces are more successful if
carried out during nighttime. Measurement results at the outlet
of a calving glacier showed the feasibility of deformation
measurements where the displacement velocities were a few
meters per day. This has recently been documented by Dixon
et al. (2012) who acquired data with intervals of several minutes
with a Type-II system.

In the same context, positive results with campaigns were
reported by Luzi et al. (2007) and Noferini et al. (2009) who used
Type-III systems to measure the surface deformation of the
Belvedere Glacier south of the Monte Rosa where a dense cover
by rock debris resulted in a high coherence. However, the fast
change of the surface during the snow melting period precluded
the identification and delineation of the various processes
contributing to the displacement of the surface. In contrast,
however, such a task was successively achieved for the surface
of the Gorner-Glacier in Switzerland with a Type-II instrument.
This testifies the suitability of radar interferometry techniques to
monitor changes of the surface of a glacier during its demise in
relation to down-melting processes (Riesen et al., 2011).
Earth Surf. Process. Landforms, (2014)



Table II. Selected recent publications of terrestrial radar interferometry (TRI) applications

Rock mass instabilities dLOS/day Band (Type) Surface cover Summary

Tarchi et al. (2005) maximum 30mm Ku (III) Rockslide debris and
outcropping rock
surrounded by forest

After the release of a disastrous rock slide, a terrestrial
radar interferometer was used during a continuous
campaign to localize and quantify ongoing surface
displacement. A general deceleration was detected.
The study demonstrated the applicability of TRI as
an operational tool for early warning in emergency
situations.

Gischig et al. (2009) 0·05mm Ku (III) Natural steep rock
and debris slope

Five repeat surveys of the Randa rockslide in a
timespan of two years revealed the location of
discrete active release planes that are consistent
with field observations and LiDAR results.

Harries et al. (2009) —a [X] (I) Artificial rock and
debris slopes,
partially covered
with snow and ice

Case studies for the use of radar interferometry for
slope stability assessment for open pit mining are
described. Detection of acceleration phases of
rockslope instabilities lead to reduction of
economic and health risk within the mining
process by early evacuation of workers. Difficulties
in detecting small rock slope deformations during
periods of heavy snowfall or if the rock slope is
covered with snow and ice were stated.
Possibilities of monitoring glacier movement and in
detecting avalanches were concluded.

Gigli et al. (2011) 10·6mm — (III) Natural rock slope
partly with debris
and vegetation

A study of a rockslide in a natural rockslope. A
terrestrial radar campaign was applied prior to
main slope failure. TRI was combined with
geophysical measurements to characterize the
extent and to estimate the affected volume.

Severin et al. (2011) 27·5 cm [Ku]b (III) Engineered rock wall
of open pit mine

The deformation of a rockwall in an open pit mine
was assessed by simultaneous monitoring from
two different positions. LOS displacements for
points visible from both positions were converted to
3D displacement vectors by assuming deformation
rates in the cross direction.

Agliardi et al. (2013) 0·2–7·5mm [Ku] (III) Artificial rock slope
in fractured rock,
partially debris
covered

Magnitude and sliding mechanisms of a rockslide in a
quarry were studied using TRI. In combination with
TLS and numerical modeling, structural control of
the deformation events was concluded. TRI
revealed seasonality of deformation rates (slower
in winter and spring).

Crosta et al. (2013) > 4,3mm — (III) Rock, bare soil and
debris within forest

Continuous monitoring of the La Saxe rockslide (Italy)
led to the determination of the spatio-temporal
evolution of the deformation and thus to the
zonation of the landslide. The zonation was used
to generate a one-dimensional block model that
allowed forecast of displacement behavior as a
result of changing hydrogeological conditions.

Intrieri et al. (2013) — [Ku] (III) cinder, lapilli, scoriae,
pieces of lava

The combination of displacement information
derived from TRI with a variety of independent
observations led to a linkage between landsliding
and the rise of magma in a volcanic environment.

Kristensen et al. (2013) maximum 0·125mm Ku (III) Mostly outcropping
rock and debris;
vegetation at lower
slope.

A monitoring of surface displacement at the Åknes
rockslide was performed over a five year period using
a repeat-continuous monitoring approach. A
comparison was made to total station measurement
and satellite InSAR using Radarsat-2 acquisition. In
2012, two radar instruments were used to acquire
simultaneously from different look directions.

Caduff et al. (2014) 2mm Ku (II) Bare soil / highly
fractured rock

The headwater of a steep alpine debris flow catchment
was monitored with real aperture radar. Continuous
deformation was detected within a few hours. Three
repeat measurements were taken in one year.
Measured LOS rates were converted to 3D
displacement rates assuming homogeneous
deformation based on geological observations.
Turbulent atmospheric effects were detected and
related to differences in solar illumination.

(Continues)
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Rockfall/blockfall dLOS/day Band (Type) Surface cover Summary

Harries et al. (2006) — [X] (I) Artificial rock and
debris slope

Two examples are presented where pixel size
deformation was detected. This was related to
rock and blockfall events in an open-pit mine.
Rapid acceleration within hours led to evacuation
of personnel and equipment one hour prior to
failure.

Kos et al. (2013) 0·02mm Ku (II) Nearly vertical rock-
face

A case study where a discrete rock slab was monitored
during a five month period with three repeat
measurements is presented. Deformation mechanisms
of toppling and buckling were detected. The extent of
the deformed area could be identified with coherent
phase information.

Rödelsperger (2011) N/A Ku (III) Debris slope rock
outcrops and tree
cover

An example is shown, where rockfall events were
detected using an interpretation of phase noise.
Timing, source location and relative magnitude of
the events could be determined.

Landslides dLOS/day Band (Type) Surface cover Summary

Herrera et al. (2009) maximum 13mm C (III) Low pasture with
sparse blocky debris

Combined observations of differential global
positioning system (DGPS), inclinometer and TRI
showed acceleration phases linked to rainfall
events with high intensity. The radar
measurements were further used for the back
analysis of deformation using a one dimensional
infinite model.

Barla et al. (2010) maximum 0·37mm Ku (III) Coherent areas above
tree line; mainly
rock and debris

A 121 day long continuous monitoring campaign at
the Beauregard landslide (Italy), located above an
artificial hydropower lake and arch dam, led to
the detection of surface movement in the upper
part of the slope. This information was used to
enhance the kinematic model based on different
surface and subsurface monitoring techniques.

Del Ventisette
et al. (2011a)

maximum 7mm Ku (III) Soil and rock exposed
along scarps within
forested area.

This paper presents results of a continuous landslide
monitoring that was accomplished during one year
period. Changes in displacement rates were
compared with meteorological data. A link between
rainfall intensity and displacement rate change was
identified.

Caduff et al. (2013) 1·5–40 cm Ku (II) Dense grass / pasture Conventional 2d-interferometry in densely grass
covered slope from a slant range distance of up to
7 km (deformation area 3.1–3.8 km) was shown to
be feasible when surveyed with a real aperture
Ku-band sensor. Maximum LOS displacement of
40 cm/day was detected in a five hour campaign.
Displacement rates decreased three weeks later to
maximum 10 cm/day. The results of the second
campaign were verified with total station
measurements of artificial corner reflectors.

Lowry et al. (2013) 3–18mm Ku (II) [Bare soil on active
landfill, sparse dry
vegetation]

Monitoring of a landslide in an artificial landfill was
made with real aperture sensor. The daily
displacement rates retrieved from two continuous
campaigns were compared to DGPS measurements.

Monserrat et al. (2013) max 1·4mm Ku (III) Artificial targets (corner
reflectors)

A non-interferometric approach for the displacement
determination, using only intensity information
from the terrestrial radar, is shown at the Vallcebre-
landslide (Spain). Errors of measured displacement
at 15 corner reflectors were between 0.03–5.48 cm

Glacial and peri-glacial
environment

dLOS/day Band (Type) Surface cover Summary

Noferini et al. (2009) ~10 cm C (III) Debris covered glacier
tongue

Glacier movements were continuously monitored
during one month. Velocity maps obtained by
differential phase are shown. A DEM was generated
from the data and compared to the topography that
was dated two years before the study.

Strozzi et al. (2009) 2·5 –40 cm Ku (II) Debris and rock-slope Two rock glaciers in the Swiss Alps were observed
with a set of satellite SAR interferometry
observations and TRI. The study also shows the

(Continues)
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potential of TRI to map continuously and fast
deforming (permafrost) areas and to fill the large
gap between revisit times of the currently
available satellite-based sensors.

Riesen et al. (2011) ~25 cm Ku (II) Glacier ice, partially
covered with
moraine debris.

Over a four day period the surface ice motion was
monitored with TRI. Changes in rates could be
detected during drainage of a nearby glacial lake.
Rates were compared to additional measurements
with total station and GPS.

Springman et al. (2012) 2 cm Ku (II) Debris (block-glacier) An example is presented where the direct assessment
of surface deformation of a block-glacier with TRI
was shown. The technique is discussed within a
multidisciplinary framework with the goal of
understanding alpine permafrost response to
environment changes.

Voytenko et al. (2012) 3·7m Ku (II) Glacier ice The study showed radar interferometry is capable of
measuring the rapid flow of a calving glacier up to
a distance of 6.5 km. Velocity data were compared
with TerraSAR-X data. The study illustrated a
presence of high spatial and temporal variability of
glacier flow velocities.

Snow dLOS/day Band (Type) Surface cover Summary

Martinez-Vazquez and
Fortuny-Guasch
(2008)

N/A C (III) An algorithm of automatic detection of snow
avalanche events is presented, which is based on
the spatial decorrelation signatures of such
events. Results of six winter campaigns are
presented and a performance analysis is given.

Luzi et al. (2009) N/A C, S (III) Snow slope during
snow accumulation
phase

This experimental study shows the potential of snow
depth change monitoring during snowfall using
the differential phase. The dual frequency study
showed reduced coherence loss with time, using
lower frequency.

Wiesmann et al. (2014) > 12 cm Ku (II) Natural snow and
skiing slope
(mechanically
compacted)

This study shows an example, where it was possible to
measure deformation rates of creeping snow in an
alpine skiing resort. Diurnal observations yielded
displacement rates in the order of> 12 cm per day.
Decorrelation effects within 1–3 minutes could be
observed as result of skiing activity. Slopes with
different aspects show different backscatter
intensity changes.

aNo information available.
bNot explicitly mentioned in the paper. The information is taken from the provider of the system.
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Interferometric measurements on snow slopes may reveal
significant insight into the properties of snow and mechanisms
leading to displacement and failure. For example, snow accu-
mulation was determined with a dual-band (C- and S-Band)
system (Luzi et al., 2009). Another study showed the feasibility
of the automated detection and mapping of snow avalanches
by analyzing decorrelation in a pair of consecutive interfero-
grams prior and after the avalanche was released (Martinez-
Vazquez and Fortuny-Guasch, 2008). The only example so far
of direct assessment of the displacement of the snowpack due
to snow-creep is given by Wiesmann et al. (2014). A displace-
ment map of this campaign is shown in Figure 13 revealing
local snow creep in the maximum order of decimeters per day.
Generation of DEMs with TRI

An alternative application of terrestrial radar interferometers is
the generation of a topographic surface model using the topo-
graphic phase signature (Nico et al., 2005; Noferini et al.,
2007; Rödelsperger et al., 2010b; Strozzi et al., 2011). Instru-
ments can be modified to induce a defined vertical baseline
of a few centimeters to decimeters. Comparisons with
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
independently retrieved elevation models showed that the
heights were relatively accurate as they deviated from the stan-
dard elevations in the range between 0.8 and 3m (Rödelsperger
et al., 2010b), 3m (Strozzi et al., 2011) and around 5m (Nico
et al., 2005; Noferini et al., 2007). These accuracies are good
enough to quantify large changes in the surface topography,
but they are worse than those of LiDAR measurements (Abellán
et al., 2009; Jaboyedoff et al., 2012).
Guide to Best Practice for the Application of
Terrestrial Interferometry

A terrestrial radar campaign must be properly designed, in
order to obtain the desired results. The main factors that need
to be considered include the assessment of, setup geometry of
the measurement device, surface cover to be measured, and
local atmospheric effects as these will have a direct influence
on the results. In this section, we synthesize the salient points
of this review combined with our knowledge about the current
state of the technique (including the results of past surveys
described in previous sections) in the form of a guide for best
Earth Surf. Process. Landforms, (2014)



Figure 13. Examples of deformation measurement campaigns where surface cover types and deformation rates are different. Surveys were accom-
plished with the gamma portable radar interferometer (GPRI) at 17.2GHz. Further information on the single case studies can be taken from: (a) Kos
et al. (2013); (b) Caduff et al. (2014); (d) Caduff et al. (2013); (f) Wiesmann et al. (2014).
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practice. The guide is intended as an aid for the planning and
execution of successful field campaigns.
In order to detect and quantify surface changes satisfactorily,

the following points must carefully be considered in the plan-
ning of a campaign:
(a) Visibility of the target area
(b) Surface cover of the area of interest
(c) Displacement field including rates and mechanisms
(d) View geometry to expected LOS
(e) Radar resolution and SNR
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
(f) Atmospheric influences
(g) Technical constraints (hardware, setup, etc.)

(a) Visibility not only concerns the effective visibility of the
area of interest but also addresses an important point for
interferometric processing where the correlation of images
is crucial. An unfavorable distribution of image patches
(e.g. ‘islands’) can have the effect that the displacement
signal cannot be separated properly from the atmospheric
phase. Also, a possible disconnection can lead to
Earth Surf. Process. Landforms, (2014)
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unwrapping ambiguities to the extent that the displacement
cannot be quantified properly (Figure 9).

(b) The modality of the surface cover in the target area defines
the nature of the scatterer. A high precision assessment of
the surface’s displacement field using differential phase re-
quires the maximum possible number/percentage of coher-
ent scatterers. Figure 10 shows how the coherence of
different surface cover types changes with time. The pat-
tern illustrated in Figure 10 is based on empirical assess-
ments and can differ from case-to-case. However, an
accurate prediction of the temporal decorrelation requires
direct on-site measurements with the pre-specified sensor
and radar-frequency. Generally, it can be said that in
forested areas, the displacement phase of the terrain sur-
face cannot be retrieved with the sensors described in this
review. For other surface covers, acquisition intervals have
to be adjusted in order to minimize the temporal
decorrelation. Figure 14 shows a rough estimation of the
decorrelation time for different surface coverage. It also
illustrates the potential applicability for the detection of
displacements with different velocities at Ku-band, and it
includes estimations of how disturbances of the surface
such as soil erosion (e.g. in response to a heavy rainstorm)
can lead to decorrelation, thereby precluding the detection
of very slow displacements due to absent phase stability.
Copy
Although the installation of coherent targets (e.g. metal
corner reflectors in the target area) overcomes some of
the problems stated earlier, the added value in comparison
with other point-based observation methods needs to be
carefully considered. Nevertheless, the displacement of
the corner reflectors can be measured by radar instruments
even at foggy or cloudy conditions, when optical instru-
ments (e.g. total station) do not return results.
Not only the temporal decorrelation but as well the surface
(c)

displacement rate plays a significant role for successful
observations. In order to properly measure a differential
phase, ambiguities have to be avoided. This is the case,
for instance, when the LOS-displacement at neighboring
pixels exceeds λ/4 in-between two acquisitions. Here, a sam-
pling interval below the λ/4 line should be defined in order to
retrieve reliable results, as illustrated in Figure 14. However,
when fringe visibility is high, displacement beyond the λ/4
line can be determined accurately when phases are
unwrapped spatially as schematically shown in Figure 8. In
either case, the confirmation of an absence of any ambigui-
ties by an independent survey method with accuracy below
the radar wavelength (λ) will constrain the results.
(d) The angle between the radar look direction and the dis-
placement vectors (k in Figure 14) determines the sensitivity
of the instrument to measure the displacement. Usually, in
order to maximize this variable, the look vector of the radar
needs to be as parallel to the displacement vector as possi-
ble (Figure 14). Alternatively, simultaneous interferometric
observations from two observation sites yield modeled
3D-vectors if further assumptions are considered (e.g. sur-
face parallel flow). In optimal cases, a real 3D displacement
field can be measured where three instruments are arranged
in rectangular observation geometry. Such a configuration
yields 3D data for those segments only which are visible
from each observation site. This would require a special ter-
rain configuration such as a steep mountainous landscape
with opposite valley flanks or open pit mines.

(e) The area undergoing displacement has to fulfill minimum
and maximum size constraints if the goal is to measure dis-
placement with conventional interferometric techniques.
Here, a minimum size of several pixels in range and azi-
muth is required for the distinction between phase noise
right © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
and real displacement. The spatial resolution of the radar
image can then be determined with support of Figures 3
and 14. In addition, effects on the backscatter signal that
depend on the SNR have to be considered. Usually, the
SNR is a function of the system’s performance and the
radar-footprint. SNR usually decreases with range distance
and local incidence angle (i in Figure 14). A trade-off there-
fore has to be made between ground-range resolution and
SNR. A high SNR should be favored.
When the signals of coherent targets are processed, a single
(point) scatterer can be tracked. However, the deformed
area should consist of several targets in order to obtain suf-
ficient control about the area undergoing displacement,
and to increase the robustness of the statistics.
Radar interferometers are capable of measuring a relative
displacement field only. Therefore surveys of regions where
deformation occurs over very large areas (as is the case for
regional subsidence, tidal processes and tectonic deforma-
tion) may yield non-conclusive results, mainly because the
displacement signature of those processes cannot be
separated from atmospheric and/or topographic effects
without independent observations.
Atmospheric effects induce significant phase shifts espe-
(f)
cially in the high frequency radar bands such as Ku and X.
Turbulent atmospheric phase is a common phenomenon
in alpine environments and is most often induced by
differences in solar illumination. These effects can have a
similar appearance in the acquired images as a displace-
ment pattern. The differentiation between the signals
derived from these mechanisms in a single interferogram is
usually not possible without a priori information about the
spatial extent of the deformed area. Effects related to
atmospheric perturbations increase with range distance
and become stronger with decreasing radar azimuth
resolution. While atmospheric phase-shifts that depend
on atmospheric range- and/or topographic height can
be easily subtracted from the interferograms either with
classic 2D interferometry approaches or point-based
methods, these corrections are much more difficult to
perform for images that were retrieved under turbulent
atmospheric conditions. In cases where the use of lower
radar-frequencies (C- to L-band) does not provide a viable
alternative because of a loss of precision or resolution,
the best strategy is to avoid turbulent conditions. This is
usually the case during night or cloudy but stable
weather conditions. Alternatively, interferogram averaging
may lead to a reduction of phase shifts induced by turbulence
in the atmosphere, but this requires a sufficient number of in-
dependent observations.

If continuous monitoring with combined alarming needs to
be done under such conditions, warning thresholds have
to be set accordingly so as to avoid false alarms. False
alarms may occur due to errors associated with misinterpre-
tation of atmospheric phase shifts. For an independent qual-
ity control of the displacement data, other measuring
systems should be used to allow a redundant verification
of processing results.
Technical points and surveying strategies are mostly hardware
(g)
related. Questions regarding the need of a stable (artificial)
monument, transportability or portability are solved in differ-
ent ways for different systems. Solutions range from setup on
pickups or trailers, massive rectangular concrete monuments,
measurement pillars or above a single marking ground point.
Other technical aspects such as weather-proof casings, wind-
stability, power-supply and communication interfaces for re-
mote data and control access are provided by some
manufacturers.
Earth Surf. Process. Landforms, (2014)



Figure 14. Decision aid for the planning of deformation measurements with terrestrial radar interferometry (TRI). Determination of measurement in-
tervals has to be done by estimation of decorrelation times based on the surface cover in the target area. Coherent phase must be present. To avoid
phase ambiguities due to fast deformation, measurement intervals have to be set best below the λ/4 line for the used wavelengths. Campaigns above
this line requires spatial phase unwrapping. The examples from Figure 13 are plotted in the decision diagram.

TERRESTRIAL RADAR INTERFEROMETRY IN THE GEOSCIENCES
A conclusive diagram illustrating the applicability and the
performance of the planned campaign is presented in Figure 14
along with a presentation of the main limitations stated in
points (a)–(g). Examples for targets with different surface proper-
ties are given in Figure 13. They have been surveyed with the
Type-II interferometer GPRI. The corresponding sites within
the decision diagram are indicated with the example numbers
in Figure 14.
Following the strategy illustrated in Figure 14, the applica-

tion of TRI for specific cases leads to interpretable results.
The main graph considering decorrelation times, and the
survey time needed to measure significant movement (1mm)
covers the majority of cases, but is not considered to be
complete. Furthermore, the presented decorrelation times
base on empiric observations of a real aperture Ku-band sensor
(GPRI). Values for other sensors, especially C- to L-band
sensors may vary significantly.
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Conclusion and Outlook

Previous studies have shown that TRI is a tool with high potential
for the detection and quantification of surface displacements. It
has been possible to quantify a variety of geological geomorpho-
logical and glaciological processes and displacement mecha-
nisms, where displacement rates span the entire spectrum from
a very slow movement in rock-walls to very fast slip recorded
by landslide surfaces or glaciers.

Decorrelation was identified as a major limiting factor for
the successful application of TRI. The empirically derived tem-
poral decorrelation times support the planning and execution
of measurement campaigns. Considerations of decorrelation
and displacement rates for different surface cover types are
summarized as a graphical representation in Figure 14. This il-
lustration also displays the expected resolutions for radar im-
ages and LOS-sensitivities.
Earth Surf. Process. Landforms, (2014)
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As a final decision in the campaign planning, the type and
repetition rate of the acquisitions has to be defined. In general,
three main campaign types have been used in the past:
(i) Repeat-interferometry including non-interferometric methods
(ii) Short time continuous interferometry
(iii) Continuous interferometry.

(i) Repeat campaigns are suitable if the goal is to measure
very slow displacement processes in highly coherent
areas, such as rock wall displacements. Interferograms
can be generated for scans retrieved days, weeks or even
years apart. In either case, precise repositioning of the in-
strument (in 3D space) to a fixed measurement position
must be achieved in order to minimize phase effects by a
spatial offset of the instrument. Alternatively to the interfer-
ometric approach, intensity tracking on artificial reflectors
may also reveal centimeter scale displacement.

(ii) Continuous interferometry over a short time can be ap-
plied to areas where the surfaces experience high dis-
placement velocities, and where significant movement
needs to be detected during several hours up to a few
days. After a single campaign, the instantaneous velocity
can be measured. The campaign can then be repeated af-
ter a longer time span. The instantaneous velocity mea-
sured during this second campaign can then be used for
comparison. In addition, an interferogram covering a lon-
ger time interval between the two single campaigns even-
tually reveals slower movements, or allows mapping of the
aerial extents where fast movements have occurred
through the consideration of low coherence patches.

(iii) Continuous interferometric monitoring may require sub-
stantial installation efforts. Infrastructure such as weather
shelter, long-term power-supply and data-transfer may be
necessary, but it will add significant value to the monitor-
ing of hazards where a high risk is recognized.

Over the past decade, the developments in the field of TRI
have mainly been driven by needs related to real-time data-
processing and mid- to long-term monitoring of unstable
slopes. Environments with little vegetation or lack of snow
cover have favorably been monitored in the past, since the
success-rate regarding decorrelation effects is highest (Fig-
ure 14). Nevertheless, the limits of operations have been shifted
towards surveying ‘difficult to measure’ scatterers parallel with
improvements in the sensor design. For instance it is now pos-
sible to measure grass- and snow-slopes and glacier ice with
coherent phases, yielding new quantitative insights in the pro-
cess dynamics.
Finally, the technique offers new possibilities for early detec-

tion of surface movement because displacement of large areas
can be measured with high precision, and the instrumentation
can be operated remotely in difficult or dangerous to access
terrain.
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